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Abstract (146): The wage effect of overeducation has only recently been investigated in the
case of Ph.D. holders. The existing contributions rely on OLS estimates that allow measuring
the average effect of being educationally mismatched at the mean of the conditional wage
distribution. This paper, instead, observes the heterogeneity of the overeducation penalty along
the hourly wage distribution and according to the study field and sector of employment
(academic/non-academic) of Ph.D. holders. We estimate a Recentered Influence Function. The
results reveal that overeducation hits the wages of those Ph.D. holders who are employed in the
academic sector and in non-R&D jobs outside of the academic sector. Instead, no penalty
exists among those who carry out R&D outside the Academia. The size of the penalty is higher
among those who are in the mid-top of the wage distribution and hold a Social Science and
Humanities specialization.
JEL codes:
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Introduction
Investment in doctoral education is expected to lead to sizeable outcomes. From a societal
point of view, it is considered a driver of economic growth since Ph.D. graduates have a high
innovation potential (Auriol, 2010); from the individual perspective, instead, it is presumed to
lead to private returns such as greater career opportunities as well as higher job satisfaction and
wages.
Recent studies highlight that, in European countries (for Italy, Gaeta, 2015; for Spain, Di Paolo
and Mane, 2016; for Austria, Schwabe, 2011; for the Netherlands, Waaijer et al., 2016) as well
as in the US (Bender and Heywood, 2009), some Ph.D. holders experience overeducation once
they enter the labour market, i.e. they report a vertical mismatch between the doctoral
qualification acquired and the level of qualification required for the job they found (for a
definition of overeducation and a survey of the literature, see Leuven and Oosterbeek, 2011).
This overeducation condition might exert a detrimental influence on both the societal
outcomes - e.g. over-educated Ph.D. holders might find it hard to fully exploit their innovation
potential - and the private returns of doctoral education. In the long run, low private returns
from doctoral education discourage enrollment into Ph.D. courses and this, in turn, might
translate into inefficient selection of Ph.D. holders and lower social returns from their activity.
The few studies available on this topic suggests that an overeducation wage penalty among
Ph.D. holders actually exists, that it is sizeable and much more substantial than the one
determined by overskilling, i.e. underutilization of skills acquired during doctoral education
(Sanchez and McGuinnes, 2015). Focusing on US data, Bender and Heywood (2009) find a
wage penalty of between -7% and -14% of the wage of a well-matched doctor of philosophy
according to the field of study. Looking at Spanish data, Canal Domınguez and Rodrıguez
Gutierrez (2013) show that holding a job that does not require the Ph.D. title in the nonacademic sector translates into a wage penalty that varies between -18% and- 25% according to
the field of study and the sector of employment. Di Paolo and Mané (2016) find a wage penalty
of -11% among those Ph.D. holders from the Catalonia region of Spain who are overeducated
and, at the same time, overskilled. Finally, for Italy, Gaeta et al. (2017) reckon a wage gap of
between -7% and -11% depending upon the specification considered.

By relying on an OLS empirical approach, the quoted papers identify the average effect of
being overeducated at the mean of the conditional wages distribution; this study, instead, aims
to contribute to the literature by inspecting whether there is any heterogeneity of this effect at
different quantiles of the wage distribution. In other words, it aims to reveal how the wage
penalty varies throughout the income spectrum of Ph.D. holders. This specific analysis
provides useful insights to disentangle the relationship existing among wages, vertical mismatch
and ability. Most of the empirical studies that focus on the wage penalty of overeducation are
potentially biased by the omission of a reliable ability measures. Indeed, it has been noted that
the possible overlapping between mismatch and low ability potentially leads to an
overestimation of the impact of the educational mismatch on wages (Kleibrink, 2016; Leuven
and Oosterbeek, 2011; Verhaest and Omey, 2012). Assuming that the wage distribution reflects
heterogeneity in ability, one would expect the overeducation/overskilling wage penalty to hit
especially those who report low wages (McGuinness and Bennett, 2007). The approach adopted
in this paper allows us checking whether this is actually true.
This paper provides empirical elaborations based on the methodology prompted by Firpo et al.
(2009). It uses a Recentered Influence Function (RIF) to estimate robustly a wage equation at
each specific quantile that results in an unconditional quantile regression. The literature
suggests that this approach allows overcoming the limitations of the conditional quantile
regression (CQR) that arise in the presence of multiple covariates (Borah and Basu, 2013). A
detailed decomposition of each individual coefficient is exactly the case of the analysis
presented here. It follows that coefficients estimated by RIF are path independent and this
permits an unconditional mean interpretation of the coefficient estimates that can be compared
among themselves at each quantile.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first Ph.D.-focused analysis applying such a
distributional approach for examining the wage impact of overeducation.
Our analysis is based on micro-data collected by the Italian National Institute of Statistics
(ISTAT) in 2009. The Italian case is particularly appropriate for the aims of this paper. Ph.D.
programmes were introduced in the early 1980s as the main entry step for the academic career
(Presidential decree 328/1980, art. 68). In 1985, approximately 2,000 Ph.D. titles were awarded.
This yearly figure increased constantly during the 1990s (approximately 4,000 titles awarded in
2000), while an impressive expansion started from the beginning of the 2000s (Ballarino and

Colombo, 2010; Argentin et al., 2014), following a trend also observed in other OECD
countries (OECD, 2014). In 2010 approximately 12,000 Ph.D. titles were awarded (Istat,
2015). Despite this increase in absolute numbers, Italy shows a very low share of Ph.D.
recipients over the working age population as compared to other countries (OECD, 2015).
Nevertheless, because of the expansion of the early 2000s and the simultaneous stagnation of
academic job vacancies, a remarkable flow of doctorate holders to non-academic sectors has
been observed with obvious concerns of increasing overeducation.
Indeed, Gaeta (2013 and 2015) and Ermini et al. (2017) document that overeducation is spread
among Italian Ph.D. holders even if its incidence varies according to the field of study and the
sector of employment (R&D versus non R&D). Furthermore, as already reported, Gaeta et al.
(2017) demonstrate that overeducation has statistically significant negative wage consequences.
With respect to the latter study, this paper provides further insights into the
overeducation/wage link, by providing a detailed investigation of the heterogeneity of the wage
penalty along the wage distribution across fields of study and working sectors (academic, nonacademic but R&D focused, non-academic and non-R&D focused).
Such a detailed analysis allows us designing policies suggestions aimed at reducing the incidence
of the detrimental impact on private returns that overeducation exerts (Sánchez-Sánchez and
McGuinness, 2015).
This is presumed to be particularly valuable for the Italian case but more generally for all the
countries where an increase in the number of Ph.D. holders has been recently observed (+56%
doctorate degrees awarded in OECD countries over the past decade according to OECD,
2014).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 outlines the econometric methodology adopted.
Section 2 describes the data used in the analysis and provides descriptive statistics for the main
variables. Section 3 illustrates the results achieved in baseline OLS estimates (Section 3.1) and
in unconditional quantile regressions (Section 3.2). Some concluding remarks complete the
essay.

1. Methodology
In a cross-section of data, such as that used in this paper1, the overeducation effect on wages
can be measured, as a starting point, through an OLS estimate of the following Mincer-type
earnings equation:
𝑛

𝑙𝑛𝑤𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑂𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖
𝑗=1

Where lnw is the natural logarithm, of net hourly wage, O identifies over-educated observations,
X is a vector of n control variables, and 𝜖 is the error term. 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , 𝛽𝑗 are the parameters to be
estimated, with 𝛽1 (multiplied by 100) measuring the ceteris paribus percentage change of net
hourly wage which is imputable to be in an overeducation condition.
Concerns about such a cross-sectional estimation strategy arise because of the potential
endogeneity of O. Indeed, the value and statistical significance of 𝛽1 might be biased by the
omission from X of any individual-level variable that simultaneously impacts on O and on lnw.
Individual ability has been suggested to potentially play the role of driver of the link between
overeducation and wages (Leuven and Oosterbeek, 2011). In order to make an unbiased
estimate of 𝛽1 , then, variables that provide a reliable measure of individual ability should be
included in X. The following section illustrates the wide range of individual ability proxies
available in the dataset used for our elaborations that are used as regressors in our estimates in
order to moderate the risk of omitted variable bias. As an alternative, an instrumental variable
(IV) approach might be adopted. Finding a variable (Z) that impacts on O but has not any
other direct or indirect impact on lnw allows to disentangle the causal relationship between
overeducation and wages. Unfortunately, the literature argues that it is very hard to find an IV
able to satisfy the necessary conditions and especially the exclusion restriction, i.e. having no
correlation with errors in the explanatory regression. (Gaeta et al., 2017). The inspection of our
data confirms this perspective.
While the OLS approach allows to observe the conditional effect of overeducation on the
average wage, it does not permit inspection of the heterogeneity of this effect along the wage

1

Unfortunately, no panel data is available.

distribution. Nevertheless, as it has been highlighted in the Introduction, inspection of such an
effect can contribute to the identification of possible unobserved variables that drive the
overeducation/wage nexus. For example, if one assumes that wages reflect heterogeneity in
ability, one would expect the overeducation/overskilling wage penalty to hit especially those
who report low wages (McGuinness and Bennett, 2007).
In order to capture the effect of overeducation for different levels of income, we cannot use
the basic OLS estimation as the main method implemented in the literature to decompose the
wage gap, namely the Oaxaca (1973) and Blinder (1973) decomposition, decomposes the gap at
one point of the distribution, namely at its mean. There are several decompositions methods
that allow measuring the size of the gap along the wage distribution (for surveys of this
literature see, among others: Fortin et al., 2011). Most methods involve a decomposition based
on the so-called conditional distribution methods. The latter are based on distribution
regressions and can be used to compute both the composition and wage structure
subcomponents of the detailed decomposition. The main limitation of these methods is
computational. They require to obtain the detailed distribution of quantiles by (i) computing the
different counterfactuals for each element of X and, sequentially, for a large number of wage
levels, and (ii) inverting to get the corresponding quantiles for each detailed counterfactual.
However, this method is clearly very cumbersome and has to face a high risk of nonmonotonicity, which, in turn, affects the overall estimate which is done sequentially (Fortin et
al., 2011, pp. 74ff). This also means, in our specific case, that the conditional distribution
method does not provide always comparable coefficients in a detailed decomposition focusing
on overeducation.
To circumvent these problems, we decided to resort to the unconditional quantile regression
approach (UQR) developed in Firpo et al. (2009). This method allows us to directly comparing
the results of wage differences for the overeducated at different (very close to each other)
quantiles of the wage distribution without experiencing a path dependence in the computation
of the gap at different quantiles (Fortin et al., 2011). Being regression based, this procedure is
computationally simpler to implement than the conditional one. Instead of using the
conditional distribution, Firpo et al. (2009) estimate the so-called Re-centered Influence
function (RIF) as a robust estimation method that regresses the influence function of the
unconditional quantile of our dependent variable – the logarithm of the hourly wage – on all

our independent variables. Being regression based, this method is very simple to implement and
to interpret. In analytical terms, for each quantile qτ we estimate a RIF regression which is the
same as any standard regression except for the fact that the dependent variable (in our case,
wages) is replaced by a recentered influence function of the statistics of interest:

𝑅𝐼𝐹 (𝐼; 𝑞𝜏 ) = 𝑞𝜏 +

𝜏−𝟙(𝐼≤𝑞𝜏 )

(1)

𝑓𝐼 (𝑞𝜏 )

where 𝒇I(.) is the marginal density function of I and 𝟙 is an indicator function. But RIF(I; qτ) is
not observed and we have to use its sample estimate. That is
𝑅𝐼𝐹 (𝐼; 𝑞̂𝜏 ) = 𝑞𝜏 +

𝜏 − 𝟙(𝐼 ≤ 𝑞̂𝜏 )
𝑓̂𝐼 (𝑞𝜏 )

and 𝑓̂𝐼 (𝑞𝜏 ) is estimated using a kernel density estimation.
This method is consistent with our aims because, on the one hand, it allows us showing results
at different quantiles of the earnings distribution and, on the other hand, results can be
compared to each other directly. In fact, the resulting decomposition is path independent.
Moreover, in contrast with the conditional quantile regression, UQR estimates show how the
increase of the share of over-educated for all the population changes at a given quantile for the
unconditional distribution of earnings.

2. Data
In 2009, ISTAT carried out an extensive nationally representative survey that involved two
cohorts of doctoral recipients who had completed their graduate studies in 2004 and 2006. A
more recent cross-sectional survey, carried out in 2014, is also available. Unfortunately, though,
in this more recent survey, information about wages, which is essential for our study, is missing
for a large portion of respondents (31,2%), which would have hard to predict consequences on
our estimates. Therefore we preferred to focus our analysis on the 2009 data that do not have
any severe limitation concerning data availability.

The 2009 survey carried out 8,814 interviews, of which 3,928 earned their Ph.D. in 2004 and
4,886 in 2006. The whole population of Ph.D. recipients in these two years was 18,568 (8,443
in 2004 and 10,125 in 2006; Istat, 2013) which means that the survey response rate was
approximately 47%.
Ph.D. holders from all the fields of study were surveyed. Following the European Research
Council (ERC) classification, we use three study fields: Physics & Engineering (PE), Life
Sciences & Medicine (LS) and Social Sciences & Humanities (SH). Consistently with CNR
(2007), the 14 areas of study observed by the ISTAT survey were recoded as follows: PE
includes Math, Physics & Astronomy, Earth & Environmental Science, Chemistry,
Engineering, Architecture. Life Sciences and Medicine; LS includes Biological Science, Medical
Science, Agriculture & Veterinary. Social Sciences & Humanities; Finally, SH includes Human
Science, History & Philosophy, Law, Economics & Statistics, Political and Social Sciences.
Figure 1 shows the number of observations in our sample by ERC sector and also allows us
visualizing the specific study area of respondents.
[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]
Being focused on the link between overeducation and wages, our analysis does not consider
respondents who are jobless and, therefore, do not earn any wage. As it is shown in Table 1,
joblessness is reported by approximately 7% of the full sample (613 respondents) even if its
incidence is definitely higher among SH doctoral graduates (8.12%) and lower among PE
graduates (5.38%). These figures are definitely lower than those suggested by previous studies
focused on university graduates. By observing 2004 university graduates three years after the
completion of their studies, Iammarino and Marinelli (2015) find that the unemployment rate is
approximately 17% in Northern Italy and 41% in Southern Italy which is definitely higher than
the data observed by us. Istat (2016) finds a share of unemployment among university
graduates four years after graduation of approximately 27%. Compared with these figures, our
data suggests that completing doctoral studies is associated to an employment premium.
A further exclusion from the sample under investigation has been carried out by removing
those respondents who declare to hold the same job position they held before starting their
Ph.D. studies. Indeed, the overeducation question was not asked to them since they are
automatically in an overeducation condition. They are a sizeable share of working Ph.D.
holders, approximately 28% (2,278 respondents).

The identification of overeducation is based on Direct Self-Assessments (DSA). In the ISTAT
survey, indeed, one question (q. 2.33) specifically asks working respondents to indicate whether
their Ph.D. title was explicitly required, at least useful or totally useless in order to get the job
they do. On the basis of answers to this question, a dummy variable was created that takes the
value of one for those who declared that their doctorate title was totally useless. Since this
question specifically focuses on the benefits arising from the Ph.D. title in order to get the job
currently held (Dolton and Silles, 2008), we consider this variable as a valid measure of
overeducation, according to the definition of this phenomenon reported in the Introduction.
While the literature highlights that there is a number of different approaches to measure
occupational mismatch (Flisi et al., 2017), unfortunately DSA is the only available one in the
ISTAT dataset. The use of subjective reports by respondents exposes our analysis to the risk
of measurement errors since these reports might be far from objective reality. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that “measurement error is likely to result in an underestimated overeducation
penalty” (Verhaest and Omey, 2012, p. 77) which means that our results should at least be
considered as prudent estimates of the overeducation wage penalty.
Table 1 shows the overeducation figures observed in our dataset by ERC study field. Data is
also displayed by sector of employment, i.e. Academia, where 46% of the employed declare to
work, and outside the Academia (54%). Approximately 20% among those respondents who
work, report overeducation. This figure is, of course, rather low (3.67%) when the analysis is
restricted to those who work in the Academia and definitely higher (34.98%) when looking
outside of it. This is not surprising since, with few exceptions (e.g. administrative and technical
jobs), jobs in the Academia are supposed to require a doctorate. Table 1 reveals that those who
studied LS report more frequently to be overeducated, while the lowest overeducation
incidence is observed in the PE study field.
The overall overeducation figure is higher than the one observed among Italian university
graduates over the same years. By analyzing a sample of graduates who completed their
university studies in 2005 (old laurea degree, including both Bachelor and Master), Caroleo and
Pastore (2017) observe that the overeducation incidence is 12,5% three years after graduation
and 11.4% two years later. Nevertheless, by relying on 2005-2008 data from an Italy-based
survey of active population, Aina and Pastore (2012) find that the overeducation incidence
among university graduates is 19.6%, in line with our data. Compared with international data,

the overeducation figure is definitely lower than the one (53%) observed in Catalonia by Di
Paolo and Mané when analyzing Ph.D. holders 4/5 years after Ph.D. graduation. Schwabe
(2011) shows that approximately 53% of the under 70 population of Ph.D. holders resident in
Austria report that only a university degree or lower is required for carrying out their job.
Waaijer (2017) states that the share of overeducated is close to a quarter among recently
graduated Dutch Ph.D. holders.
Alongside overeducation, Table 1 also reports data concerning respondents’ self-reported net
monthly wages. According to the available data, 5 or 3 years after the completion of doctoral
studies, Ph.D. holders earn on average € 1,579.63. The average median net monthly wage is
1,400 which is higher than the one reported by BA graduates in 2015 (1,283), but is exactly
equal to the one observed by Master’s graduated four years after completion of their studies
(Istat, 2016). Looking at Table 1, also these figures reveal some heterogeneity according to
study field (PE definitely has the highest values) and sector of employment (wages are higher
outside the academia).
In addition to the variables presented above, the dataset provides a wide set of information
that, according to the relevant literature (Gaeta et al., 2017), are appropriate covariates in the
earnings equation of D.Phil. graduates. These variables can be grouped as follows: i) variables
related to the educational path followed before the Ph.D.; ii) variables that are related to the
respondent Ph.D. studies; iv) job-related variables; v) socio-demographic variables; v) variables
that observe respondents’ place of residence. The detailed definition of all these covariates is
presented in the Appendix (Table A).
Consistently with Section 2, the covariates include some valid proxies of respondents’ ability.
This is the case of the following variables: i) the vote obtained at university graduation; ii) a
dummy variable for receiving a grant to carry out one Ph.D. studies. In the Italian academic
system these grants are normally attributed according to the results of a local competitive
contest and therefore are presumed to be awarded to most able candidates; iii) dummy variables
for having attended workshops and Summer Schools during the Ph.D. study course. These
activities usually admit a few students selected based on their CVs and, supposedly their skills;
iv) a variable measuring the number of publications or patents realized since the completion of
the Ph.D.. Although the dataset does not provide any information concerning the quality of

these publications, it seems reasonable to suppose that, other things being equal, they might
reveal the ability of respondents.
After the exclusion of jobless respondents and of respondents who started their current job
before doctoral graduation, a sample of 5,923 respondents remains. Listwise deletion of cases
reporting missing values for at least one of the variables considered, leads to a final sample of
5,578 observations. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for all the variables included in the
analysis. by overeducation status.
[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]

The share of Academic employees in Table 2 is definitely higher among the well-matched
(51%) than among the overeducated. This is in line with results from Table 1. Furthermore, the
share of those whose job is at least partially focused on R&D is very high among the wellmatched (approximately 83%, 63% of partially based on R&D + 20% of totally based on
R&D), while it is definitely lower among the overeducated (approximately 44%, 14% of
partially based on R&D + 30% of totally based on R&D). This suggests that a link exists
between doing a research-oriented job and being overeducated. This is not surprising, since
doctoral education is aimed at acquiring R&D skills and competences.

3. Results
3.1 Baseline OLS estimates
Table 3 reports the wage penalty of overeducation as resulting from multiple log linear OLS
estimates. Results calculated for the covariates illustrated in Section 2, which are all included in
the models presented here, are not reported in order to save space but are available upon
request. As already highlighted in Section 2, by multiplying Table 4 coefficients by 100 one
would obtain the percentage change of the average net hourly wage experienced by overeducated respondents.
[TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE]

Models were estimated by relying on different subsamples. Each cell in Table 3 exhibits the
wage penalty of overeducation as resulting from the analysis of a sample of Ph.D. holders that
belongs to a specific field of study (PE, LS, SH or all the fields) and one specific working sector
(Academia, R&D task outside Academia, non R&D task outside Academia, all sectors).
Column 1 considers the whole sample, while columns 2, 3 and 4 focus on Ph.D. holders from
the PE, LS and SH study areas respectively. This allows us inspecting the heterogeneity of the
overeducation wage penalty determined by the respondents’ field of study. Recent Italian data
(Istat, 2016) reveals that university graduates specialized in Social Science and Humanities
report higher unemployment and lower wages than those specialized in Scientific fields
(especially Medicine, Engineering Chemistry and Pharmacy). Similarly, Canal and Rodríguez
(2012) find that doctors of Philosophy in Sciences earn higher salaries than those in humanities
and social sciences when turning outside the academic sector in Spain. The descriptive data on
Italian Ph.D. holders reported in Section 3 supports this scenario. Therefore, this subsamples
analysis is useful in order to check whether overeducation hits harder those sectors that have
lower career prospects in general and for Ph.D. holders in particular.
Each row of Table 3 identifies a specific subsample by looking at the respondents’ working
sector and tasks. The descriptive statistics reported in Table 3 highlight remarkable differences
in the overeducation incidence between those who work in the academic field and those who
do not. Furthermore, holding a job at least partially based on R&D tasks is mainly a prerogative
of non-overeducated respondents. Consistently with this descriptive evidence, this subsamples’
analysis allows us checking whether overeducation hits Ph.D. holders in a different way
according to their working sector and job. Row A considers the whole sample, B focuses on
those who work in the Academia, C only on those respondents who do not work in the
academic field but are at least partially involved in R&D activities. Finally, row D focuses on
those who hold a non-academic and non-R&D job position.
The results reported in row A of Table 3 suggest that overeducation and wages are negatively
correlated (p<0.01). In the full sample, the wage of overeducated respondents is -11.3%, which
is in line with the estimates by Gaeta et al. (2017) of between -10.9% and -12.2%. Adding to
previous contributions, we find that the penalty hits the SH study field (-14.6%) definitely more
than the LS study field (-7.8%) while PE is in line with the full sample average (-11.5%).

The overeducation wage penalty results to be even higher when the analysis is restricted to the
academic sector of employment (row B). Ph.D.s who hold an academic job not matched with
their qualification (e.g. technicians involved in labs, administrative staff, teaching positions that
do not imply holding a doctorate) report a penalty that ranges from -20.2%, observed for those
who own a specialization in SH (barely statistically significant, p<0.1), and -11.5% (PE), while
the coefficient for LS is not statistically significant.
Moving to the individuals who work outside of the Academia, a gap between overeducated and
well-matched respondents is found only among non-R&D respondents (row D). In this case,
the overeducation penalty ranges between -6.5% (observed for LS, p<0.001) and -12.5% (SH,
p<0.001). No statistically significant wage penalty, instead, is found when the analysis is
restricted among those who work outside the Academia but do R&D jobs(row C).
This result suggests that in the non-academic R&D field holding a Ph.D.-qualified job position
does not translate into a wage premium. Instead, in the Academic environment, Ph.D. qualified
jobs are those that are rewarded higher and the same applies to non R&D non-academic jobs.

3.2 Unconditional quantile regression results
In order to ease the visualization of the unconditional quantile regression results, we report
only the estimates obtained for the overeducation variable. For shortness’ sake we do not
report results for the covariates, which are, however, available upon request. Graphical
representations rather than tables are used to illustrate the heterogeneity of the penalty along
the quantiles of the earnings distribution.
In all the figures, the vertical axis represents the estimated overeducation wage penalty while
the horizontal axis measures quantiles of the wage distribution. The lines shown in each figure
represent the estimated wage penalties as resulting from the analysis focused on the whole
sample (blue line) on PE(red), LS(green) and SH (yellow). Filled dots point out statistically
significant estimated coefficients (p<0.1 at least) while empty dots represent non statistically
significant values.
[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

Figure 2 synthetizes the results obtained for the overeducation variable when all sectors of
employment are considered. Two main findings are noteworthy.
First, the detrimental effect of overeducation on wages is highly heterogeneous throughout the
wage distribution. This is true when looking at the whole sample but also when looking at the
estimates by study field. In some cases the penalty more than doubles when moving from one
point of the distribution to another (e.g. when moving from the percentile 0.2 to the percentile
0.8). This finding confirms that the OLS estimates only allow a rough analysis of the
overeducation penalty and supports the adequacy and usefulness of our analysis.
Second, although the wage penalty reported by the LS and SH sector are different in size, they
follow a similar pattern along the wage distribution, i.e. it is flat until the fifth decile of the wage
distribution, decisively increases when moving from the fifth decile onwards and, finally,
drastically reduces from the eighth decile. PE, instead, shows rather constant values along the
wage distribution with a notable increase in the highest end of the distribution, where a sort of
glass ceiling (Maume, 1999) is observed for overeducated doctorate holders. These findings
contradict the view according to which there is a strict correlation between low ability and
overeducation. Indeed, a remarkable wage penalty is found among those who lay at the middletop of the income distribution, where most able respondents are presumed to be, assuming that
wages reflect unobserved ability. This finding is definitely different from the one provided in
previous contributions based on the analysis of university graduates, according to which the
wage penalty of overeducation progressively reduces with wages increasing (Bender and Roche,
2017; Budria and Moro-Egido, 2008; McGuinness and Bennett, 2007).
Third, there is a remarkable heterogeneity in the size of the wage penalty of overeducation
across fields of study. For most part of the wage distribution, the highest values of the penalty
are observed for the SH study field. The only remarkable exception is found in the upper wage
deciles (those from 0.80 onwards), when the PE study fields report a considerably higher
penalty than SH whose values turn out to be not statistically significant.
If we focus the analysis on the Academia (Figure 3), we observe only slight changes of this
overall picture.
[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

The highest wage penalty of overeducation in observed in the middle-top of the wage
distribution for both SH - which shows the highest penalty size - and PE – which shows a
penalty size only in the top of the wage distribution. A noteworthy difference with previous
results is the one that concerns LS, for which no statistically significant wage gap is observed.
Moving on to the individuals who work outside the academia but hold an R&D focused job
position (Figure 4) the findings are remarkably different. Indeed, no wage penalty arises from
overeducation. Statistically significant coefficients are found only for a very limited number of
quantiles and fields of study. This suggests that once Ph.D. holders are employed in R&D
duties, wages do not depend anymore on having a job in line with the doctoral qualification.
This is consistent with the idea that Ph.D. training is specifically oriented towards R&D
activities.
[FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE]
Finally, Figure 5 reoirts the results relative to those who work outside of the academia who do
not carry out any R&D-oriented activity. According to the figure, in SH and LS overeducation
particularly hits wages that are in the middle of the distribution while in PE the penalty is more
evident at the mid-top of the distribution. A remarkable heterogeneity of the overeducation
penalty across fields of study is observed with SH being the most penalized study field.

[FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE]
Overall, our empirical investigation allows us exploiting in greater detail the heterogeneity of
the overeducation impact on wages and to inspect this heterogeneity by sector of employment
and by study field. In a nutshell, three main findings are noteworthy. First, an overeducation
wage penalty exists among those who work in the Academic sector (where a valorisation of the
Ph.D. qualification is expected) and among those who work outside the Academia but do not
do R&D jobs. Instead, no penalty exists among those who carry out R&D outside the
Academia. When examining these findings, it is worth noting that the case of the Academia
seems less remarkable since the incidence of overeducation within Universities is very low as
Table 1 reveals. Second, the size of the penalty notably varies along the wage distribution being
higher in its mid-top and lower among those who earn less who might be presumed to be less

able. Third, SH is the ERC study field that is more hit by the penalty. PE shows striking
overeducation wage penalty at the top of the wage distribution.

Concluding remarks
The impressive increase in Ph.D. titles awarded over the 2000s in OECD countries (OECD,
2014) has raised, in some of these countries, concerns about the doctoral graduates’ career
prospects (e.g. see and Gaeta et al., 2017 on Italian data; see National Center for Science and
Engineering Statistics, 2015 for US data).
In line with these concerns, existing studies highlight that part of Ph.D. holders seem to be
unable, at least over the first years following graduation, to find a job in line with the doctoral
qualification acquired (i.e. they lay in a vertically mismatch condition). This share has been
proven to be remarkable even if highly heterogeneous across countries.
This paper provided an in-depth empirical analysis of the detrimental consequences associated
to this mismatch in terms of earnings. Adding to previous contributions, the paper highlighted
that i) the overeducation wage gap is highly heterogeneous along the wage distribution; ii) it is
particularly high in general at the mid to top end of the wage distribution, which is consistent
with a glass ceiling hypothesis; and iii) this heterogeneity varies according to the Ph.D. holders’
field of specialization and sector of employment. More specifically, it highlights that an
overeducation wage penalty is particularly remarkable among those who studied SH and among
those who studied PE and lay at the top of the wage distribution. This penalty exists inside the
Academia, where nevertheless the impact of overeducation is very limited, and, above all,
among those who work outside the Academia but do not carry out R&D activities.
While the analysis is focused on Italian data, its results might be relevant for all the advanced
economies that, just like Italy, have experienced a rapid expansion in the supply of Ph.D.
holders over recent years.
These findings contribute to the understanding of the inequality consequences associated to
overeducation that might discourage brilliant students from enrolling into doctoral education.
Furthermore, our results might inform the design of policies aimed at preventing the

overeducation impact on wages; indeed, it allows us identifying the profile (field of
study/sector of employment) of those Ph.D. holders who are more exposed to the
overeducation detrimental effect on wages.
In June 2011, the European Commission published the Principles for Innovative Doctoral
Training stating the need fora more active involvement of public and private entities from all
the sectors of the economy in the design of Ph.D. study programs. Initiatives in line with such
European Union principles have been enacted also in Italy where industrial Ph.D. programs
(dottorato industriale) have been recently established with the aim of i) creating brand new
programs in agreement with the needs of private entities and ii) innovate existing programs by
strengthening the collaboration with private companies. Our analysis highlights that this might
be particularly important in order to provide adequate jobs outside of the Academia, specifically
for the SH and, to a lesser extent, for the PE study field which bring the highest wage penalty.
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Figure 1: Composition of the sample. Number of observations by ERC field of study and by specific study area.
Note: PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences & Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities.
Source: our elaboration on ISTAT data.

PE
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Biology

LS
Earth Science

Physics
Medicine

Human Science

SH

Chimestry

Architecture

Engineering

Agriculture

Philosophy

Law

Economics

Political Science

Table 1: Unemployment, overeducation and wages among Ph.D. graduates by ERC field of study.
Note: PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences & Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities.
Study Unemployment
field
PE
5.38
LS
7.27
SH
8.12
Total
6.95

Overeducation
Academic
Non academic
2.76
32.30
5.46
38.54
3.39
33.79
3.67
34.98

Net monthly wages
Academic
Non academic
1567.33
1703.01
1478.44
1688.66
1413.73
1599.59
1487.94
1660.66

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of covariates.

WORKSHOP
COURSES
SUMMERSCHOOL
OTHERFINIMP
TAUGHT
GRANT
EXTENSION
YEAR=2004
YEAR=2006
FROMDTOPHD
Degree score 91-100
Degree score 101-105
Degree score 106-109
Degree score 110
SELFEMPLOYED
PRODUCTS
PERMANENT
UNIVERSITY
AGRICULTURE
MANUFACTURE
SERVICES
MIGRANT
PARTIME
TEACHING
PhDYRJOB
WKEXPYR
RD= current job is partially focused on R&D
RD= current job is entirely focused on R&D
AGE=30
AGE=31
AGE=32
AGE=33 and more
FEMALE

FULL SAMPLE
mean
sd
0.910
0.287
0.808
0.394
0.263
0.440
0.151
0.358
0.338
0.473
0.781
0.413
0.102
0.302
0.446
0.446
0.554
0.497
2.680
2.626
0.051
0.220
0.108
0.310
0.129
0.335
0.708
0.455
0.136
0.343
3.166
1.758
0.396
0.489
0.364
0.481
0.016
0.125
0.077
0.267
0.907
0.291
0.388
0.487
0.103
0.304
0.536
0.499
0.822
0.383
1.994
1.850
0.458
0.498
0.241
0.428
0.151
0.358
0.139
0.346
0.108
0.311
0.319
0.466
0.538
0.499

OVEREDUCATED
mean
sd
0.886
0.318
0.757
0.429
0.184
0.388
0.122
0.327
0.325
0.469
0.818
0.386
0.093
0.290
0.448
0.498
0.552
0.498
2.552
2.414
0.070
0.255
0.110
0.313
0.158
0.365
0.658
0.475
0.228
0.420
2.254
1.768
0.468
0.499
0.076
0.265
0.036
0.187
0.160
0.366
0.804
0.397
0.451
0.498
0.168
0.374
0.320
0.467
0.801
0.400
3.141
1.530
0.137
0.344
0.304
0.460
0.159
0.366
0.147
0.355
0.122
0.327
0.314
0.464
0.576
0.494

WELL-MATCHED
mean
Sd
0.921
0.270
0.821
0.384
0.319
0.466
0.085
0.279
0.334
0.472
0.836
0.371
0.085
0.279
0.472
0.499
0.528
0.499
2.214
2.046
0.044
0.206
0.103
0.304
0.126
0.332
0.723
0.448
0.056
0.231
3.449
1.639
0.394
0.489
0.519
0.500
0.012
0.108
0.067
0.249
0.921
0.269
0.430
0.495
0.082
0.275
0.630
0.483
0.790
0.408
2.926
1.472
0.625
0.484
0.208
0.406
0.166
0.372
0.144
0.351
0.107
0.310
0.246
0.431
0.527
0.499

MARRIED
CHILDREN
FAMGRADE= university graduate
FAMGRADE= more than university graduate
PARENTLIVE
MACROREGION=North-West
MACROREGION=North-East
MACROREGION=Centre
MACROREGION=South

0.607
0.365
0.350
0.401
0.138
0.209
0.166
0.244
0.318

0.488
0.482
0.477
0.490
0.345
0.407
0.372
0.430
0.466

0.608
0.359
0.378
0.385
0.153
0.217
0.175
0.253
0.332

0.488
0.480
0.485
0.487
0.360
0.412
0.380
0.435
0.471

0.582
0.327
0.349
0.403
0.131
0.219
0.170
0.229
0.287

0.493
0.469
0.477
0.491
0.337
0.414
0.375
0.420
0.452

Table 3: OLS estimates of the overeducation wage penalty. Coefficients and standard errors (in parentheses).

A) All sectors of Employment

(1)
FULL
SAMPLE

(2)
PE

(3)
LS

(4)
SH

-0.113***
(0.016)
N=5,778

-0.115***
(0.024)
N=2018

-0.077**
(0.026)
N=1,742

-0.147***
(0.031)
N=2018

-0.137**
-0.168**
-0.052
-0.202*
B) Only Academia
(0.041)
(0.050)
(0.067)
(0.080)
N=2532
N= 889
N=610
N=1033
-0.051
-0.018
0.017
-0.128
C) Non-academic but R&D
(0.037)
(0.054)
(0.056)
(0.104)
N=1003
N=461
N=342
N=200
-0.099***
-0.095**
-0.065*
-0.125***
D) Non-academic and non R&D
(0.019)
(0.030)
(0.033)
(0.036)
N=2243
N= 668
N= 790
N=785
Notes: the dependent variable is the logarithm of net hourly wage. All the models include the complete set of covariates presented in Table 1, whose
estimated coefficients were omitted for shortness sake. PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences & Medicine, SH=Social Sciences &
Humanities *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors in parentheses are robust to heteroscedasticity. In each cell the number of observations (N)
is also reported. Source: own elaboration on ISTAT data.

Figure 2: The wage penalty of overeducation. Coefficients estimated for the
overeducation variable through an unconditional quantile regression analysis.
Respondents from all sectors of employment are included in the analysis.
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Notes: the vertical axis represents values of the coefficients estimated for the overeducation variable. The horizontal axis
represents quantiles of the wage distribution. Filled dots indicate statistically significant estimated coefficients(p<0.1 at
least). Empty dots represent not statistically significant coefficients (p>0.1). PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences
& Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities. Number of observations=5,778.

Figure 3: The wage penalty of overeducation. Coefficients estimated for the
overeducation variable through an unconditional quantile regression analysis. Only
respondents employed in the Academic sector are included in the analysis.
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Notes: the vertical axis represents values of the coefficients estimated for the overeducation variable. The horizontal axis
represents quantiles of the wage distribution. Filled dots indicate statistically significant estimated coefficients(p<0.1 at
least). Empty dots represent not statistically significant coefficients (p>0.1). PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences
& Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities. Number of observations=2,532.

Figure 4: The wage penalty of overeducation. Coefficients estimated for the
overeducation variable through an unconditional quantile regression analysis. Only
respondents employed outside the Academia and at least partially in R&D activities are
included in the analysis.
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Notes: the vertical axis represents values of the coefficients estimated for the overeducation variable. The horizontal axis represents quantiles of the
wage distribution. Filled dots indicate statistically significant estimated coefficients (p<0.1 at least). Empty dots represent not statistically
significant coefficients (p>0.1). PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences & Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities. Number
of observations=1,003.

Figure 5: The wage penalty of overeducation. Coefficients estimated for the
overeducation variable through an unconditional quantile regression analysis. Only
respondents employed in a non-academic non-R&D-sector are included in the analysis.
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Notes: the vertical axis represents values of the coefficients estimated for the overeducation variable. The horizontal axis represents quantiles of the
wage distribution. Filled dots indicate statistically significant estimated coefficients (p<0.1 at least). Empty dots represent not statistically
significant coefficients (p>0.1). PE=Physics & Engineering, LS= Life Sciences & Medicine, SH=Social Sciences & Humanities. Number of
observations=2243

Appendix

Table A: Definition of variables used in the estimates.
VARIABLE GROUP

VARIABLE LABEL

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

DEP. VARIABLE

LNWAGE

Natural logarithm of hourly net income

MAIN REGRESSOR

OVEREDUCATION

1=PhD was not required nor useful to obtain the
current job

SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC

AGE

Age at Ph.D. completion. 1=less than 30§; 2=30;
3=30; 4=31; 5=32; 6=33 and more

FEMALE

1=female; 0= male

MARRIED

1=married and 0 otherwise

CHILDREN

1= has at least one child and 0 otherwise

FAMGRADE

highest level of education obtained by parents. 1=
undergraduate§; 2= university graduate; 3=more
than university graduate

PARENTLIVE

1= lives with parents an 0 otherwise

PHD STUDY FIELD

1= PE=Physics & Engineering, 2= LS, Life
Sciences & Medicine, 3=SH, Social Sciences &
Humanities§

WORKSHOP

1=Took part to workshops during the Ph.D. and 0
otherwise

COURSES

1=Took part to courses during the Ph.D. and 0
otherwise

SUMMERSCHOOL

1=Took part to summer school during the Ph.D.

OTHERFINIMP

1=Financial aid other than grant was used in order
to complete the Ph.D. and 0 otherwise

TAUGHT

1=Taught courses during the Ph.D.
otherwise

GRANT

1= Grant received during Ph.D. and 0 otherwise

EXTENSION

1=Time extension needed to conclude Ph.D. and 0
otherwise

YEAR

Year of Ph.D. completion; 1= 2004§; 2=2006

FROMDTOPHD

Number of years between MA degree and Ph.D.

DEGREEFINALGRADE

MA final grade (from 60 to 110 cum laude)

PhD FEATURES

EDUCATION BEFORE PHD

JOB-RELATED
FEATURES

VARIABLES SELFEMPLOYED
PRODUCTS

and 0

1= Self-employed and 0 otherwise
Number of products (publications, patent) realized
after Ph.D. completion

CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE

PERMANENT

1= current job is permanent and 0 otherwise

JOB SECTOR

Sector of employment.
0=Non-academic sector

MIGRANT

1= moved to a different province after the Ph.D.
and 0 otherwise

PARTIME

1= part time job and 0 otherwise

TEACHING

1= teaches university courses and 0 otherwise

PhDYRJOB

1=held a job also 1 year after the PhD completion
and 0 otherwise

WKEXPYR

Number of years of work experience after the
Ph.D. completion.

RD

1=current job is does not include R&D at all.§;
2=current job is partially focused on R&D; 3=
current job is entirely focused on R&D

MACROREGION

1= NW of Italy; 2= NE of Italy; Centre Italy;
3=Southern Italy; 4=Abroad§

Notes: § indicates the reference category used for categorical variables having more than 2 modalities.

1=Academic

sector;

